
UNIT-1 INSTRUCTION LEVEL PARALLELISM 

PART-A 

1.A.1  Define Latency Time and Throughput of a computer System (April/May 2005) 

Latency is defined as a time interval between the stimulation and response, or, from a more 
general point of view, as a time delay between the cause and the effect of some physical change in the 

system being observed. 

Throughput or network throughput is the average rate of successful message delivery over a 

communication channel. This data may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or pass through a 

certain network node. The throughput is usually measured in bits per second (bit/s or bps), and sometimes 

in data   packets per   second   or   data   packets   per time   slot.The system   throughput or aggregate 

throughput is the sum of the data rates that are delivered to all terminals in a network. 

1.A.2. What is an Accumulator Architecture? (April/May 2005) 

Accumulator has one operand  in register or memory and It  is  almost always implicitly used 
Example code: a = b+c; 

load  b;   // accumulator is implicit operand 

add   c; 

store a; 

1.A.3. How much speed will be gained from a Pipelined Architecture? (April/May 2005) 
Speedup from pipeline = Average instruction time unpiplined/Average instruction time pipelined 

e.g  1. the relative frequencies of these operations are 40%, 20%, and 40%, respectively. Suppose that due 

to clock skew and setup, pipelining the processor adds 0.2ns of overhead to the clock. Ignoring any 

latency impact, how much speedup in the instruction execution rate will we gain from a pipeline? 

Average instruction execution time 

= 1 ns * ((40% + 20%)*4 + 40%*5) 
= 4.4ns 

Speedup from pipeline= 4.4ns/1.2ns = 3.7 

1.A.4. Define  an big endian and small endian. (May/June 2007) 

In a big-endian system, the most significant value in the sequence is stored at the lowest storage 

address (i.e., first). In a little-endian system, the least significant value in the sequence is stored first. 

consider the number 1025 (2 to the tenth power plus one) stored in a 4-byte integer: 

Big-Endian 

representation 

of 1025 
00000000 

00000000 
00000100 

00000001 

Little-Endian 

representation of 

1025 
00000001 

00000100 
00000000 

00000000 

Address 
00 

01 
02 

03 

1.A.5 How the compiler will generate efficient and correct code? (May/June 2007) 
A compiler would be able to take whatever code we write and generate the most efficient possible 

machine-level program having the specified behavior. Compiler will be efficient by code profilers which 

is the tools that measure the performance of different parts of a program. 



1.A.6     What is pipelining?How to measure the speed from pipelining. (May/June 2007) 
A pipeline is a set of data processing elements connected in series, where the output of one 

element is the input of the next one. The elements of a pipeline are often executed in parallel or in time- 

sliced fashion; in that case, some amount of buffer storage is often inserted between elements. 

Speed up of Pipelining can be determine by following equation 

Speedup  
   Ideal CPI Pipeline depth    

 
Cycle Time unpipelined  

Ideal CPI  Pipeline stall CPI     Cycle Time pipelined 

 Ideal CPI  Average Stall cycles per Inst CPI 
pipelined 

1.A.7 
• 

Define dynamic scheduling with an example. (May/June 2007) 

Hardware rearranges the instruction execution to reduce stalls while maintaining data flow and 
exception behavior. It handles cases when dependences unknown at compile time 

It allows the processor to tolerate unpredictable delays such as cache misses, by executing other 

code while waiting for the miss to resolve 

Example of dynamic scheduling is Tomasulo’s Algorithm. 

• 

• 

1.A.8 Define program counter. (Nov/Dec 2010) 
A program counter is a register in a computer processor that contains the address (location) of 

the instruction being executed at the current time. As each instruction gets fetched, the program counter 

increases its stored value by 1. After each instruction is fetched, the program counter points to the next 

instruction in the sequence. 

1.A.9     Give an example for immediate addressing mode. 
Operand is a part of a instruction 

e.g ADD 5; 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 

1.A.10   Define stall. 
Stall is defined as a delay in the pipelining execution, 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 
We could delay the AND instruction by 

introducing a one-cycle delay into the pipeline, sometimes called a bubble 

 If we delay the second instruction, we’ll have to delay the third one too 
—  This is necessary to make forwarding work between AND and OR 

It also prevents problems such as two instructions trying to write to the same register in the same cycle 

1.A.11   What is instruction level parallelism? (Nov/Dec 2011) 

Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is a measure of how many of the operations in a computer 

program can be performed simultaneously. The potential overlap among instructions is called instruction 

level parallelism. 

There are two approaches to instruction level parallelism: 





Hardware 
Software 

1.A.12 Differentiate between static and dynamic prediction approaches? (April/May 2011) 

STATIC PREDICTION DYNAMIC PREDICTION 

1.In  staticprediction,  all  decisions  are  made  at 

compile time 

1.This  does  not  allow  the  prediction  scheme  to 

adapt to program behavior that changes over time 

2.A scheme that is not accurate may make CPU 

performance worse than it would be without 

prediction 

2.The  accuracy  of  a  branch  prediction  scheme 

impacts CPU performance 
 

  



1.A.13    Define temporal and spatial locality. (Nov/Dec 2012) 
Good temporal locality is defined as cache miss traffic decreases fast when cache size increases 

Good spatial locality is defined as cache miss traffic  does not increase much when line size increases 

1.A.14    What are the major advantages of dynamic scheduling using Tomasulo’s approach? 
(Nov/Dec 2012) 

Two major advantages: 
The distribution of the hazard detection logic. 

   If multiple instructions are waiting on the second of two operands, the instructions 

can be released simultaneously by a broadcast on the CDB. 

The elimination of WAW and WAR hazards is possible because: 

   Register renaming is performed using the reservation stations. 

   Operands are stored into the reservation tables as soon as they are available. 



1.A.15 What is instruction level parallelism and what are the two major approaches for ILP? 
(Nov/Dec 2012) 

Instruction-level  parallelism (ILP)  is  a  measure  of  how  many  of  the operations in  a computer 

program can be performed simultaneously. The potential overlap among instructions is called instruction 

level parallelism. There are two approaches to instruction level parallelism: 

     Hardware 

     Software 

1.A.16  Define Instruction level parallelism. (May/June 2012) 
Instruction-level  parallelism (ILP)  is  a  measure  of  how  many  computer  operations  can  be 

performed simultaneously. Although programmers typically write their software as a series of instructions 

to be executed sequentially, the compiler can identify and take advantage of opportunities to leverage the 

CPU's ability to execute multiple simultaneous instructions as it converts the code into machine language. 

1.A.17  What are the advantages of using dynamic scheduling? (May/June 2012) 
Handles cases when dependences unknown at compile time – (e.g., because they may involve a 

memory reference) 
• It simplifies the compiler 

• Allows code that compiled for one pipeline to run efficiently on a different pipeline. 

• Hardware speculation, a technique with significant performance advantages, that builds on dynamic 

scheduling 

1.A.18  Define Dynamic Scheduling. (May/June 2013) 
Dynamic Scheduling is defined as a hardware rearranges the instruction execution to reduce the stalls the 

pipeline will do out-of-order execution, which implies out-of-order completion. In introducing out-of- 

order execution, we have essentially split the ID pipe stage into two stages: 

   Issue - Decode instructions, check for structural hazards; 

   Read operands - Wait until no data hazards, then read operands. 

1.A.19 List the five levels of branch prediction. 
Five levels of branch prediction are: 

(May/June 2013) 











Perfect 
Tournament based branch predictor 

Standard 2-bit predictor with 512 12 bit entries 

Profile based 

none 



1.A.20 Define loop-carried dependence. (May/June 2013) 
Statement S2 has a loop-carried dependence on statement S1 if and only if S1 references location 

M on iteration i, S2 references M on iteration j and d(i,j) > 0 (that is, D(i,j) contains a “<” as leftmost non 

“=” component). 

Example: 

DO I = 1, N 
S1 

S2 

A(I+1) = F(I) 

F(I+1) = A(I) 

ENDDO 

1.A.21 What are the advantages of loop unrolling? 
Benefits of Loop Unrolling: 

(Nov/Dec 2011) (April/May 2011) 

Unrolling eliminates branches and some of the code. 

Unrolling enables you to aggressively schedule (or pipeline) the loop to hide latencies if you have 

enough free registers to keep variables live. 

For processors based on the IA-32 architectures, the processor can correctly predict the exit 

branch for an inner loop that has 16 or fewer iterations, if that number of iterations is predictable 

and  there  are  no  conditional  branches  in  the  loop.  Therefore,  if  the  loop  body  size  is  not 

excessive, and the probable number of iterations is known, unroll inner loops for the processors, 

until they have a maximum of 16 iterations 

A potential limitation is that excessive unrolling, or unrolling of very large loops, can lead to 

increased code size. 









1.A.22  Define loop unrolling. (Nov/Dec 2010) 
Loop unrolling is a standard manual optimization that creates larger loops by replication of the 

original loop body.  Unrolling a loop involves duplicating the loop body one or more times within the 

loop, adding an increment, or changing the increment that was already in the loop, and possibly inserting 

cleanup code before the loop to execute any left-over iterations of the loop. If the loop bounds are 

constant and the iteration count of the loop is small, the loop may be entirely deleted and replaced by 

copies of the loop body 

1.A.23 What is loop unrolling and what are the major limitation of loop unrolling? (Nov/Dec 2012) 

     Increased program code size. This can be undesirable, particularly for applications that 
depend upon loops being syntatically short 

  Potential increase in instruction cache misses, when an unrolled loop value is not within the 

scope of memory allocated for the program 

     The source code may become less readable 

  If the code in the body of the loop involves function calls, it may not be possible to combine 

unrolling with inlining, since the increase in code size might be excessive. Thus there can be 

a trade-off between the two optimizations 

1.A.24 What is pipeline CPI? 
Refer 1.A.6 

(Nov/Dec 2013) 

1.A.25 What are the use of  static Branch Predictors? (Nov/Dec 2013) 



 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

1.A.25 What are the possible types of data hazards? 
1. RAW (Read After Write) 
2. WAW (Write After Write) 

3. WAR (Write After Write) 

1.A.25 What do you meant by branch prediction buffer? 

(May/June 2014) 

(May/June 2014) 

PART - B 

1.B.1(i) Discuss about the CPU performance parameters. (8) 
-Clock rate 
-Cycle rate per instruction 

-Instruction executed per program 

(ii) Describe the various types of Instruction Set Architectures. (8) 
-Stack Architecture 
-Accumulator Architecture 
- General Purpose Register Architecture 

- Load/Store Architecture 

Or 

(April/May 2005) 

(April/May 2005) 

1.B.2(a) Explain in detail the various pipelining hazards (16) 
Three classes of Hazards: 
-Structural Hazards 

-Data Hazards 

-Control Hazards 

Or 

(April/May 2005) 

(b) (i) Discuss the factors of programs and processors that limit the amount of instruction level 

parallelism. (8) 
-Register renaming 

-Branch prediction 

(April/May 2005) 

(ii)Explain the use of Dynamic scheduling to overcome the data hazard(8) (April/May 2005) 
-Dynamic Scheduling –defn 
-2 stages 

   Issues 

   Read Operands 

-Tomasulo’s Approach-Basic structure (Briefly explain with diagram) 

1.B.3(a) State the Amdahlslaw,define speedup and derive the speedup equation (16) (May/June 

2007) 
-Amdahl's law is a model for the relationship between the expected speedup of parallelized 
implementations. 

-The speed up eqn 

Or 

(b) Consider the unpipelinedprocessor,assume that it has a 1 ns clock cycle and it uses 4 cycles 

for ALU operations and branches and 5 cycles for memory operations.Assume that the relative 

frequencies of these operations are 40% ,20%,AND 40% respectively,suppose that due to the clock 

skew and setup,pipelining the processor adds 0.2 ns of overhead to the clock.Ignoring any latency 

impact.how much speedup in the instruction execution rate will we gain from a pipeline? (16) 

(May/June 2007) 



Average instruction execution time= 1 ns * ((40% + 20%)*4 + 40%*5)= 4.4ns 
Speedup from pipeline= Average instruction time unpiplined 

Average instruction time pipelined= 4.4ns/1.2ns = 3.7 

1.B.4 (a)Explain any five addressing modes with examples (8) 
Addressing Mode: 

-Immediate 

-Registers 

-Absolute (Direct) 

-Indirect 

-Index (Give each eg) 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 

(b)Explain the classification of instruction set architecture.(8) 
-Stack Architecture 

-Accumulator Architecture 

- General Purpose Register Architecture 
- Load/Store Architecture 

Or 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 

1.B.5 Explain about registers,data types,addressing modes and instruction format of MIPS 

architecture.(16) 
Arithmetic 

  Integer 

  Floating Point 

Memory access instructions 

  Load & Store 

Control flow 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 







Jump 
Conditional Branch 

Call & Return 
Addressing Modes 













Register 
Immediate 

Base 

PC-relative 

Indirect 

Direct 

1.B.6  Explain  how  dynamic  scheduling  helps  in  overcoming  data  hazards  caused  by 

instruction level parallelism.(16) 
-Dynamic Scheduling –defn 
-2 stages 

   Issues 
   Read Operands 

-Tomasulo’s Approach-Basic structure (Briefly explain with diagram) 

Or 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 



1.B.7   Write   a   detailed   note   on   Hardware-based   speculation   in   instruction   level 

parallelism.(16) 
Four steps in Instruction execution of H/W Based Speculation 

-Issue 
-Execute 

-Write Result 
-Commit 

1.B.8 (a) (i) Explain the data and name dependencies with suitable example.(10) (Nov/Dec 2011) 
-Data Dependency 
-Name Dependency 

Types: 
-Antidependency 

-Output dependency 

(ii) Discuss about the benefits and limitations of static and dynamic branch prediction (6) 
Benefits: 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 

-Simple 

DisAdvantages 

-Cheap -Good -Branch folding concept 

-Misprediction rate - Misprediction penalties 

Or 

(b) Briefly explain how to overcome data hazards with dynamic scheduling using Tomasulas 

approach.(16) 
-Dynamic Scheduling –defn 
-2 stages 

   Issues 

   Read Operands 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 

-Tomasulos Approach-Basic structure (Briefly explain with diagram) 

1.B.9.(a) Briefly describe any techniques to reduce the control hazard stalls (16) (April/May 2011) 
- Reduced by Resolving Branch Prediction Approaches 
-Loop Unrolling 

Or 

(b) (i)  Discuss about any two compiler techniques for exposing ILP in detail (8) (April/May 2011) 
-Loop Unrolling 

-Parallelization techniques 

(ii)  Explain how ILP is achieved using dynamic scheduling. (8) 
-ILP Concepts and Challenges 
-Dynamic Scheduling 

-Tomasulos Approach 

(April/May 2011) 

1.B.10 (a) (i) Discuss about the guidelines and principles that are useful in the design and analysis of 

computers. (8) . 
-Identify the tasks 
-Choose an Interaction style 

-Rules of Interface design 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 



(ii) Explain dynamic prediction with an example (8) 
-It reduces CPI 
-Static and dynamic prediction 

-1 bit predictor e.g 

(Or) 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

1.B.11  (b) (i)  Describe the major factors that influence the cost of a computer and how these 

factors are changing over time.(8) 
-Characteristics of Influencing Computer Cost 
-Buses Concept and advantages 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

(ii) Explain hardware based speculation to overcome the control dependencies. (8) 
(Nov/Dec 2012) 

Four steps in Instruction execution of H/W Based Speculation 

-Issue -Execute -Write Result -Commit 

1.B.12 (a) (i) Explain in details about the various dependences caused in ILP (8) (May/June 2012) 
Name dependencies 

   Output dependence 

   Anti-dependence 

Data True dependence 
Control Dependence 

Resource Dependence 







(ii) Explain the static and dynamic branch prediction schemes in detail. (8) (May/June 2012) 
It reduces CPI 
-Static and dynamic prediction 

-1 bit predictor e.g 

(Or) 
1.B.13 (b) (i) Explain the Tomasulo’s Approach used in dynamic scheduling for overcoming data 

hazards.(8) 
Dynamic Scheduling –defn 

-2 stages 
   Issues 

   Read Operands 

(May/June 2012) 

-Tomasulo’s Approach-Basic structure (Briefly explain with diagram) 

(ii)  Describe  how  the  compiler  technology  can  be  used  to  improve  the  performance  of 

instruction level parallelism.(8) 
-Dynamic Scheduling –defn 

-2 stages 
   Issues 

   Read Operands 

(May/June 2012) 

-Tomasulo’s Approach-Basic structure (Briefly explain with diagram) 

1.B.14 (a) What is instruction level parallelism? Explain in detail about the various dependences 

caused in ILP.(16) . 
-ILP Concepts and Challenges 
-Loop Unrolling 

   - Name dependencies 
   Output dependence 

   Anti-dependence 
   Data True dependence 

(May/June 2013) 



   Control Dependence 

   Resource Dependence 

(Or) 

1.B.15(b) Explain how to reduce branch cost with dynamic hardware prediction (16) 

(May/June 2013) 
-Reducing branch penalties 
-Branch Prediction buffer 

-Branch Target buffer 

1.B.16 (a) (i) What is Dynamic Scheduling? Explain how it is used to reduce data hazards. (8) 

(Nov/Dec 2013) 

(ii) Explain how to reduce branch cost with dynamic hardware prediction. (8) (Nov/Dec 2013) 

(b) (i) Explain the various types of dependences in ILP. (8) (Nov/Dec 2013) 
Refer 1.B.12 (a) (i) 

(ii) Explain in detail the concept involved in Instruction Level Parallelism. (8) (Nov/Dec 2013) 

1.B.17 (a) (i) Explain the three types of dependencies in instructions. (10) (May/June 2014) 
Refer 1.B.12 (a) (i) 

(ii) Explain the functions of Tomasulo’s approach. (6) (May/June 2014) 
Refer 1.B.13 (b) (i) 

(b) (i) List Out the decisions and transformation to be considered to obtain unrolled code in loop 

unrolling and scheduling. (8) (May/June 2014) 

(ii) What is static branch prediction method? Explain its use. (8) (May/June 2014) 



UNIT-II MULTIPLE ISSUE PROCESSORS 

PART-A 

2.A.1    What are VLIW processors? (April/May 2005) (April/May 2011) 
Very long instruction word or VLIW refers to a processor architecture designed to take advantage 

of instruction level parallelism (ILP). Whereas conventional processors mostly only allow programs that 

specify instructions to  be executed  one  after  another,  a VLIW  processor allows  programs  that can 

explicitly specify instructions to be executed at the same time (i.e. in parallel). This type of processor 

architecture is intended to allow higher performance without the inherent complexity of some other 
approaches. 

2.A.2 What is the function of Vector Mask Register? (April/May 2005) 

Each of the eight mask registers contains a bit corresponding to each vector register element 

position. Since this may be larger than 64 bits, the instruction set contains instructions that 

manipulate mask registers directly. 

Masks are set with the results of vector comparison operations. They can then be used to generate 

vector values with the scan() and cidx() functions. 

Masks are also used to control vector instructions on a per-element basis. Only the first four 

masks, m0:m3, can be used to control elemental vector operations. Values in m4:m7 must be 

moved to m0:m3 for use in vector instructions. 

By software convention, mask register m0 can be assumed to have every bit set. 







2.A.3 Why hardware based speculation is important? (May/June 2007) 
As processors become more aggressive in their issue capability and designers are concerned with the 

performance of difficult to schedule code,techniques such as register renaming,dynamic scheduling and 

speculation become more important 

2.A.4 Compare between scalar and vector processors. (May/June 2007) 

2.A.5 Differentiate anti-dependence and output-dependence. (Nov/Dec 2010) 

2.A.6 


What is trace compaction? 
Trace compaction defines as the set of instruction squeeze these 

instructions 
Move operations as early as it can be in a trace 

Pack the instructions into as few wide instructions as possible 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 
into smaller number of wide 





ANTI DEPENDENCE OUTPUT DEPENDENCE 
1. Anti-dependency, also known as write-after-read 

(WAR),  occurs  when  an  instruction  requires  a 

value that is later updated 
 

1. An output dependency, also known as write- 

after-write (WAW), occurs when the ordering of 

instructions will affect the final output value of a 

variable. 

2. renaming of variables could remove dependency 2.It is a form of resource conflict and can be reused 

SCALAR PROCESSOR VECTOR PROCESSOR 

1.  Scalar  processors  start  a  computer  in  short 

time,since only single task is computed 
 

1.. A vector processor often requires a prolonged 

startup  of  the  computer  because  of  the  multiple 

tasks being performed 

2   A scalar processor processes only one datum at 

a time 
 

2. vector processors work best only when there are 

large amounts of data to be worked on 
 



2.A.7     What are the limitations of VLIW? (Nov/Dec 2011) 

2.A.8    What is the use of branch –target buffer? (Nov/Dec 2011) 
A register used to store the predicted destination of a branch in a processor using branch prediction 

2.A.9 What is a VLIW processor and its advantages? (May/June 2012) 
Very long instruction word or VLIW refers to a processor architecture designed to take advantage 
of instruction level parallelism (ILP). The main advantage of VLIW processors is that complexity is 

moved from the hardware to the software, which means that the hardware can be smaller, cheaper, and 

require less power to operate. 

2.A.10    What are the advantages and disadvantages of trace scheduling method? (May/June 2012) 
Disadvantages: 

   the need to introduce copies to deal with register renaming 
   the possibility of exhausting the registers 

Advantages: 







2.A.11 

dynamic runtime disambiguation of memory addresses 
hardware-based branch prediction 

a completely precise exception model 

What is major disadvantages of supporting speculation Hardware.(May/June 2013) 
The complexity of  additional hardware resource is requires in supporting speculation hardware 

2.A.12 What are the advantages of super block approach.? (Nov/Dec 2013) 

2.A.13 What are the functional units of Itanium processor? (Nov/Dec 2013) 

2.A.14 List Out Major Parts of Itanium Processor. 
Refer Q2.A.13 

(May/June 2014) 

2.A.14 What is VLIW. 
Refer Q2.A.1 

(May/June 2014) 

PART-B 

2.B.1 (a) (i) Explain the architecture and function of SuperScalar Processor (8) (April/May 2005) 
-Sequential Architecture 

-Diagram 

-Functions 

(ii) What is the use of speculation?Explain various approaches (8) 
Process implemented explicitly 
2 Approaches 

-Hardware 

-Software 

(Or) 

(April/May 2005) 



2.B.2  (b)  Discuss  in  detail  the  vector  architecture,vector  operations  and  enhancement  of  the 
performance.(16) 

-Vector instruction 
-Vector architecture 

-Vector operation (Integer and Floating Point) 

(April/May 2005) 

2.B.3(a) (i) Explain in detail how a RISC instruction set can be implemented in a pipelined fashion 

with a five clock cycle.(16) 
-Instruction fetch cycle 
-Instruction decode/register fetch cycle 

-RISC pipeline 

(May/June 2007) 

Or 
2.B.4(b) (i)Define Hazard.Explain the different types of hazards. (8) 

-defn 
-Data Hazards 
-Control Hazards 

-Structural Hazards 

(May/June 2007) 

(ii) Determine the total branch penalty for a branch target buffer assuming the penalty cycles 
for individual mispredictions make the following assumptions about the prediction accuracy and 

hit rate: (8) 





(May/June 2007) 

Prediction accuracy is 90%(for instruction in the buffer) 

Hit rate in the buffer is 90% (gor branches predicted taken) 

Assume that 60% of the branches are taken 

-Register renaming 

-Branch Target Buffer defn 
-Speculate through multiple branches 

2.B.5 (a) (i) Descibe the architecture of Itanium processor with the help of a block diagram(8) 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 
-Large Memory Management with 64 bit addressing 
-Roburst Support 

-Control Speculation and Data Speculatio 

(ii) Explain how ILP is achieved in EPIC processors (8) 
-Parallel Instruction Computing 

-Addressing the Problem 

-EPIC Architecture 

Or 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 

2.B.6 (b) (i) Describe the architectural features of IA64 processor in detail(8) (Nov/Dec 2011) 
-Large Memory Management with 64 bit addressing 
-Roburst Support 
-Control Speculation and Data Speculation 

(ii) What  are  the  advent  ages  and  disadvantages  of  software  based  and  hardware  based 

speculation mechanism? 
-Tomasulo’s Approach 
-Hardware and Software based 

-Loop Level Parallelism 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 

2.B.7 (a) (i) Describe the architectural features of IA64 processors in detail.(10) (April/May 2011) 
-Large Memory Management with 64 bit addressing 
-Roburst Support 

-Control Speculation and Data Speculation 



(ii) Explain the architecture of a typical VLIW processor in detail (6)  (April/May 2011) 
-Very Long Instruction Word 
-Computer Processing Architecture 

-VLIW Vector,Array and multithreaded Model 
-Block diagram 

(Or) 
2.B.8(b) (i) Describe the architectural features of Itanium Processor .(10)  (April/May 2011) 

-Large Memory Management with 64 bit addressing 
-Roburst Support 
-Control Speculation and Data Speculation 

(ii) Explain how instruction level parallelism is achieved in EPIC processor.(6) (April/May 2011) 
-Achieve the Performance Characteristics 
-EPIC Processor Architecture 

-Diagram 

2.B.9(a) (i) Briefly compare CISC,RISC AND VLIW. (6) 
-Various Instruction execution of all 3 types 
-Execution stage of each processor 
-Limitations 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

(ii) Descibe the architecture of a typical superscalar VLIW processor with the help of block 

diagram.(10) 
Very Long Instruction Word 
-Computer Processing Architecture 

-VLIW Vector,Array and multithreaded Model 
- Block diagram 

(Or) 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

2.B.10 (b)  (i) Describe the basic compiler techniques for exploiting instruction level parallelism.(10) 
(Nov/Dec 2012) 

-Loop Unrolling 
-Register Renaming 

-Static Branch Prediction 

(ii) Briefly compare hardware and software speculation mechanisms.(6) 
-Hardware is complex 
-Software is Simple 

-Compiler based approaches 

- Various comparisons of approaches 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

2.B.11 a) (i) Explain the software pipeline method used for uncover parallelism.(8) (May/June 2012) 

-Five stage pipeline 
-Various techniques of software implementation 

(ii) Compare the Hardware speculation with software speculation.(8) (May/June 2012) 
-Hardware is complex 
-Software is Simple 

-Compiler based approaches 

- Various comparisons of approaches 

(Or) 



2.B.12(b) Discuss the essential features of Intel IA-64 Architecture and Itanium Processor.(16) 
(May/June 2012) 

-Large Memory Management with 64 bit addressing 
-Roburst Support 

-Control Speculation and Data Speculation 

2.B.13  (a) Explain how hardware support for exposing more parallelism at compile time.(16) 

(May/June 2013) 
-Loop Unrolling 
-Loop Level Parallelism 

-Basic Pipeline Scheduling 

(Or) 

2.B.14 (b) Explain how hardware based speculation is used to overcome control dependence.(16) 

(May/June 2013) 
-Issue 

-Execute 
-Write Result 

-Commit 

-Steps in algorithm 

-Tomasulo’s Algorithm 



UNIT-III MULTIPROCESSORS AND THREAD LEVEL PARALLELISM 

PART-A 

3.A.1 What are the advantages of distributing memory among the processing elements?(April 2005) 
The advantage of (distributed) shared memory is that it offers a unified address space in which all 

data can be found. 

it excludes race conditions, and that it forces the programmer to think about data distribution. 

it is easier to design a machine that scales with the algorithm 





3.A.2 State the reasons for Cache Coherence Problem (April/May 2005) 
Resons for Cache Coherence problem: 





Caches are critical to modern high-speed processors. 

Multiple copies of a block can easily get inconsistent. 

3.A.3 Define cache coherence protocol .Mention the classes of CCP. (May/June 2007) 
Multiprocessors solve the cache coherence problem inhardware by implementing a cache coherence 
protocol. The classes of CCP are snoopy protocol and coherence state transistion diagram. 

3.A.4 List out the demerit of distributed shared memory architecture. (May/June 2007) 
The Disadvantages of this type of distributed shared memory architecture. First ofall, compiler-based 
software cache coherence is currently impractical. The basic difficulty is thatsoftware-based coherence 
algorithms must be conservatives. Every block that might be shared mustbe considered as shared block. 

So the programmers do not want t o deal with the coherence problem due to the complexity of the 

possible interactions. 

3.A.5 Distinguish between shared memory multiprocessor and message passing multiprocessor? 
(Nov/Dec 2011) 

3.A.6 Differentiate multithreading from multiprocessor systems 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 

3.A.7 What is sequential consistency? (April/May 2011) 
Sequential   consistency is   one   of   the consistency   models used   in   the   domain   of concurrent 
programming (e.g. in distributed shared memory, distributed transactions, etc.). It was first defined as the 
property that requires that "the result of any execution is the same as if the operations of all the processors 

were executed in some sequential order, and the operations of each individual processor appear in this 

sequence in the order specified by its program. 

MULTITHREADING MULTIPROCESSOR 
1.Several job run at a same time 

 
1.Same job can be broken logically and executed 

simultaneously and results are combined finally 

2. If a thread gets a lot of cache misses, the other 

thread(s) can continue, taking advantage of the 

unused computing resources, which thus can lead 

to  faster  overall  execution,  as  these  resources 

would have been idle if only a single thread was 

executed. 

2.Advantages: 

It has better performance and better reliability 
 

SHARED MEMORY MULTIPROCESSOR MESSAGE PASSING MULTIPROCESSOR 

1.Communication model  is implicit 1. Communication model  is explicit 

2.To communicate the information processors issue 

load and store operation. 

2.Communication            between            processors 

accomplished by messages 



3.A.8 State the advantages of threading. (April/May 2011) 
   If a thread cannot use all the computing resources of the CPU (because instructions depend on each 

other's result), running another thread can avoid leaving these idle. 

   If several threads work on the same set of data, they can actually share their cache, leading to better 

cache usage or synchronization on its values. 

3.A.9 Define causal consistency memory model. (Nov/Dec 2012) 
Causal   consistency is   one   of   the consistency   models used   in   the   domain   of   the concurrent 
programming (e.g. in distributed shared memory, distributed transactions etc.). 

A system provides causal consistency if memory operations that potentially are causally related are seen 

by every node of the system in the same order. Concurrent writes (i.e. ones that are not causally related) 
may be seen in different order by different nodes. This is weaker than sequential consistency 

3.A.10  Distinguish between fine grained and coarse-grained multithreading. (May/June 2012) 

3.A.11  What are the disadvantages of using symmentric shared memory? (May/June 2013) 
Replication of data can be simultaneously  read so traffic may occurs and induces a new problem cache 

coherence 

3.A.12 What is consistency? (May/June 2013) 
Consistency is enforced by the hardware on a fly,where consistency model is used in SPARC architecture 
There are 2 types: 
1.Sequential consistency 

2.Weak consistency 

3.A.13 What is fine grained multithreading? (May/June 2013) 

It sacrifices significant single thread performance   and consists of more threads where it   tolerates all 
latencies 

3.A.14 When is a memory said to be coherent in a multi-processor system?   (May/June 2014) 

3.A.15 Why do we need synchronization? (May/June 2014) 

FINE GRAINED MULTITHREADING COARSE GRAINED MULTITHREADING 

1. Fine-grained multithreading switches between 

threads on a fixed fine-grained schedule, usually 

processing instructions from a different thread on 

every cycle. 

1. Coarse grained multithreading normally stall the 

pipeline on a cace miss 
 

2.   FGMT   sacrfiices   the   performance   of   the 

individual threads 
 

2. Normally CGMT need short in-order pipeline for 

good performance. 
 



PART-B 
3.B.1  .(a)  (i)  Explain  the  distributed  memory  architecture  with  different  message  passing 

mechanisms. (8) 
-Shared Memory Interface 

-Message Passing Mechanisms 

(April/May 2005) 

(ii) Show and explain the memory hierarchy with performance measures, inclusion property and data 
transfers. (8) (April/May 2005) 

-The inclusion property is essential in reducing the cache coherence complexity for multiprocessors with 

multilevel cache hierarchies. We give some necessary and sufficient conditions for imposing the inclusion 

property for fully- and set-associative caches 

-allow different block sizes at different levels of the hierarchy. 

(Or) 

3.B.2  (b) (i) Describe Private virtual memory and Shared virtual memory systems (8) 

(April/May 2005) 
-process virtual address spaces are partitioned into private addresses and shared system addresses 

- govern the size of key system memory. 

(ii) Explain the cache coherence protocols in detail (8) 
-Multiple Processor System 
-Cache Coherence Problem 

-Snooping Cache Coherence Protocols 

-Advantages 

(April/May 2005) 

3.B.3  .  (a)  With  neat  block  diagram  explain  the  centralized 

architecture. (16) 
-Supports Private and Shared data 
-Cache Coherence Protocols 

-Snooping Protocols 

1. Write Invalidate 
2. Write Back Cache 

(Or) 

shared  memory  multiprocessor 

(May/June 2007) 

3.B.4 (b) Discuss the Performance of symmentric shared memory multiprocessor and their effects 

with example (16) 
-Symmentric Multiprocessors 
-Coherence and consistency 

-Snooping Cache Coherence Protocols 
-Synchronization 

3.B.5  Explain  with  an  example  how  pipeline 

instruction level parallelism.(16) 

(May/June 2007) 

scheduling  and  loop  unrolling  improves 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 

-Pipeline Scheduling defines execution of instruction stage by stage 
-Static pipeline 

-Compile time pipeline 

-Loop Unrolling: 

-Eliminate any obviously redundant computations 

(Or) 
3.B.6.Discuss in detail about trace scheduling with an example.(16) 

-Defnition 
-Basic Block and  Superblock 
-Repair Block 

-performance 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 



3.B.7 Discuss the importance of various models of memory consistency.(16) (Nov/Dec 2010) 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Memory Consistency (definition) 
Sequential Consistency 

Processor Consistency 

Week Consistency 

Release Consistency 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Early Release Consistency 
Lazy Release Consistency 

Entry Consistency 

Performance and Significance of various models 

(Or) 
3.B.8 Explain the Directory –based cache coherence protocol in distributed shared memory 

architecture.(16) 
-Supports Private and Shared data 
-Cache Coherence Protocols 
-Snooping Protocols 

1.Write Invalidate 
2.Write Back Cache 

-Diagramatic representation 

(Nov/Dec 2010) 

3.B.9(a) (i) Briefly compare instruction level parallelism with thread level parallelism (8) 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 

Instruction Level Parallelism 
Instruction level parallelism (ILP) takes advantage of sequences of instructions that require different 

functional units Different architectures approach this in different ways, but the idea is to have these non- 

dependent instructions executing simultaneously to keep the functional units busy as often as possible. 

Thread Level Parallelism 
Thread level parallelism (TLP) is the act of running multiple flows of execution of a single process 

simultaneously (see Threads). TLP is most often found in applications that need to run independent, 

unrelated tasks (such as computing, memory accesses, and IO) simultaneously 

(ii) Explain the basic architecture of a distributed memory multiprocessor system.(8) 

(Nov/Dec 2011) 
Supports Private and Shared data 

-Cache Coherence Protocols 
-Snooping Protocols 

1.Write Invalidate 

2.Write Back Cache 
-Diagramatic representation 

(Or) 
3.B.10(b) (i) Explain various memory consistency models in detail (10) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Memory Consistency (definition) 
Sequential Consistency 

Processor Consistency 

Week Consistency 

Release Consistency 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Early Release Consistency 
Lazy Release Consistency 

Entry Consistency 

Performance and Significance of various models 



(ii) What is multithreading and what are the advantages of multithreading?(6) (Nov/Dec 2011) 
-Hardware Support to efficiently execute multiple thread 
-Advantages 

  If a thread gets a lot of cache misses, the other thread(s) can continue, taking advantage of the 

unused  computing  resources,  which  thus  can  lead  to  faster  overall  execution,  as  these 
resources would have been idle if only a single thread was executed. 

     If a thread cannot use all the computing resources of the CPU 

3.B.11(a) (i) Descibe the basic structure of a centralized shared-memory multiprocessor in detail.(6) 

(April/May 2011) 
-Supports Private and Shared data 

-Cache Coherence Protocols 
-Snooping Protocols 

1.Write Invalidate 
2.Write Back Cache 

-Diagramatic representation 

(ii) Describe the implementation of directory-based cache coherence protocol. (10) 

(April/May 2011) 
-Supports Private and Shared data 
-Cache Coherence Protocols 

-Snooping Protocols 
1.Write Invalidate 

2.Write Back Cache 

-Diagramatic representation 

(Or) 
3.B.12(b) (i) What are the advantages and disadvantages of distributed-memory 

Multiprocessors?Describe the basic structure of a distributed memory multiprocessor in detail (8) 
(April/May 2011) 

-Distributed Memory Architecture 
-Basic Structure 

-Advantages 

(ii) Describe sequential and relaxed consistency model (8) 
Relaxed 
-Program Order 
-Write Atomicity 

Sequential 

(April/May 2011) 

3.B.13 (a) (i) What is multithreaded architecture and what are the 
architecture?(6) 

Hardware Support to efficiently execute multiple thread 
-Advantages 

advantages of multithreaded 
(Nov/Dec 2012) 

 If a thread gets a lot of cache misses, the other thread(s) can continue, taking advantage of the 

unused  computing  resources,  which  thus  can  lead  to  faster  overall  execution,  as  these 

resources would have been idle if only a single thread was executed. 

If a thread cannot use all the computing resources of the CPU 

(ii)Discuss about the synchronization techniques used in multiprocessor systems.(10) 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

Process synchronization refers to the idea that multiple processes are to join up or handshake at a certain 

point, in order to reach an agreement or commit to a certain sequence of action 
Mechanisms: -Named utilities and Anonymous utilities 

(Or) 
PREPARED BY M.R.Joel Asst. Prof. /CSE 



3.B.14(b) (i) Explain the basic architecture of a symmentric multiprocessor system with the help of 
a block diagram.(10 

-Basic Architecture 
-Entry level systems and mid level system 

-Advantages 

(Nov/Dec 2012) 

(ii) Descibe the term coarse-grained and fine-grained multithreading.(6) (Nov/Dec 2012) 

 Coarse-grained – switch contexts (typically several cycles) on long-latency event.„e.g   MIT 
Alewife 

Fine-grain – switch contexts every cycle.e.g HEP, Tera, Sun Niagar 

Simultaneous Multithreading e.g Compaq 21464, Intel Pentium 4 

Explain with diagram 







3.B.15 (a) (i) Discuss the various cache-coherence protocols used in symmentric shared memory 

architecture.(8) 
-Cache Coherence Protocols 
-Snooping Cache 

-Directory Based Cache 

-Advantages 

(May/June 2012) 

(ii) What are the hardware primitives available to resolve synchronization issues in a 

multiprocessor environment?Give examples. (May/June 2012) 
Process synchronization refers to the idea that multiple processes are to join up or handshake at 
a certain point, in order to reach an agreement or commit to a certain sequence of action 
Types: Mutual Exclusion and Event Synchronization 

Mechanisms: -Named utilities and Anonymous utilities 

(Or) 

3.B.16 (b) (i) Discuss the performance of  Symmentric  Shared-Memory Multiprocessors for a 

multi-programmed workload consisting of both user activity and OS activity.(8) (May/June 2012) 

(ii) Discuss the various memory consistency models? (8) 

Memory Consistency (definition) 
Sequential Consistency 

Processor Consistency 

Week Consistency 

Release Consistency 

(May/June 2012) 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

Early Release Consistency 
Lazy Release Consistency 

Entry Consistency 

Performance and Significance of various models 

3.B.17 (a) Discuss about the different models for memory consistency.(16) 

(Or) 

(May/June 2013,2014) 

3.B.18(b) Define   synchronization   and   explain   the   different   mechanisms   employed   for 

synchronization among processors.(16) (May/June 2013) 
Process synchronization refers to the idea that multiple processes are to join up or handshake at a certain 
point, in order to reach an agreement or commit to a certain sequence of action 

Mechanisms: -Named utilities and Anonymous utilities 





 
 

UNIT-IV Memory and I/O 
PART-A 

4.A.1  What are the factors responsible for the maximum I/O bus performance? (April/May 2005) 
Factors to be considered for maximum I/O  bus performance are: 

   Latency 
   Bandwidth 

4.A.2 Define Data flow graph. (April/May 2005) 
A directed graph that shows the data dependencies between a number of functions 
G=(V,E) 

Nodes (V): each node having input/output data ports 

Arces (E): connections between the output ports and input ports 

4.A.3 What are the two major advantages and disadvantages of the bus? (May/June 2007) 
Advantages: 







It is easy to set-up and extend bus network. 

Cable length required for this topology is the least compared to other networks. 

Bus topology costs very less. 

Disadvantages: 
   There is a limit on central cable length and number of nodes that can be connected 
   Dependency on central cable in this topology has its disadvantages.If the main cable (i.e. bus ) 

encounters   some problem, whole network breaks down. 

4.A.4 Is the RISC processor is necessary?Why? (May/June 2007) 
Although RISC was indeed able to scale up in performance quite quickly and cheaply and it is necessary 

for building block of high performance parallel processors. 

4.A.5 What is meant by cache miss?  (Nov/Dec 2010) 
A cache miss, generally, is when something is looked up in the cache and is not found. The cache did not 

contain the item being looked up 

4.A.6  Diagramatically  represent the  set  associative  in  cache  organization.  (Nov/Dec  2010) 



4.A.7 List out few performance metrics for any communication mechanisms. (Nov/Dec 2010) 
Three performance metrics are critical in any communication mechanism: 

      Communication bandwidth. 

      Bisection bandwidth is the bandwidth across the "narrowest" part othe interconnection network. 
      Bandwidth in and out of an individual processor is also important. 

     It is affected by the architecture within the node and by the communication mechanism. 

   With respect to the mechanism, when communication occurs, resources are tied up or occupied, 

preventing other communication. 

     Occupancy can limit the communication bandwidth. 

4.A.8  Define the terms cache miss and cache hit. (Nov/Dec 2011) (May/June 2013) 
A cache miss, generally, is when something is looked up in the cache and is not found. The cache did not 
contain the item being looked up. The cache hit is when you look something up in a cache and it  was 

storing the item and is able to satisfy the query. 

4.A.9 What is RAID? (Nov/Dec 2011) 
RAID is a storage technology that combines multiple disk drive components into a logical unit for the 

purposes of data redundancy and performance improvement. Data is distributed across the drives in one 

of  several  ways,  referred  to  as RAID  levels,  depending  on  the  specific  level  of redundancy and 

performance required. 

4.A.10 Differentiate between write through cache and snoopy cache. (April/May 2011) 

4.A.11 Compare SDRAM with DRAM. (April/May 2011) 

SRAM DRAM 

1. SRAM does not need to be refreshed as the 

transistors inside would continue to hold the 

data as long as the power supply is not cut off. 

This behavior leads to a few advantages, not 

the least of which is the much faster speed that 

data      can      be      written      and      read. 
 

1.DRAM  requires  the  data  to  be  refreshed 

periodically   in   order   to   retain   the   data 
 

2. SRAM needs a lot more transistors in order 

to  store  a  certain  amount  of  memory.  A 

DRAM module only needs a transistor and a 

capacitor for every bit of data where SRAM 

needs                       6                       transistors. 
 

2. DRAM has become the mainstream in 

computer main memory despite being slower 

and more power hungry compared to SRAM 
 

WRITE THROUGH CACHE SNOOPY CACHE 
1. All processor writes result in : 

 update  of  local  cache  and  a  global  bus 

write that 

    updates main memory 

 invalidates/updates  all  other  caches  with 
that item 

1. A distributed cache coherence scheme based on 

the notion of a snoop that watches all activity on a 

global bus, or is informed about such activity by 

some global broadcast 

mechanism 
 

2. Most commonly used method in commercial 

multiprocessors 

2.It is Simple to implement 
 



4.A.12  What is multiprocessor cache coherence problem? (Nov/Dec 2012) 

The goal is to make sure that READ(X) returns themost recent value of the shared variable X, i.e. 

all valid copies of a shared variable are identical. 

1. Software solutions 

2. Hardware solutions 

4.A.13 What are the differences and similarities between SCSI and IDE? (Nov/Dec 2012) 

Similarities: 





Both technology allows for Signal termination device 

Daisy chaining method is used 

4.A.14 Compare software and hardware RAID. (Nov/Dec 2012) 

4.A.15   Why do DRAMs generally have much larger capacities than SRAMs constructed in the 

same fabrication technology? (May/June 2012) 
The reason is DRAM bit requires only two devices a capacitor and transistor,while SRAM requires six 
transistors,This makes DRAM much smaller than the bit cells of SRAM 

4.A.16 What is the average time to read or write a 512 byte sector for a disk?The advertised average seek 

time is 5 ms,the transfer rate is 40MB/second,It rotates at 10000RPM,and the controller overhead is 
0.1ms,Assume the disk is idle so that there is no queuing delay 

Average disk access is equal to average seek time + average rotational delay + transfer time + controller 

overhead. Using the calculated, average seek time 

5+0.5/10000RPM+0.5KB/40MB/sec+0.1=5.1ms. 

4.A.17 What is the bus master? (May/June 2013) 

The device that is allowed to initiate data transfers on the bus at any given time is called bus 

master. 

SOFTWARE RAID HARDWARE RAID 
1. A simple way to describe software RAID is that 

the RAID taskruns on the CPU of your computer 

system 
 

1. A hardware RAID solution has its own processor 

and memory torun the RAID application. In this 

implementation, the RAIDsystem is an independent 

small computer system dedicated to the RAID 

application, offloading this task from the host 

system 

2.It is implemented in Pure Software model – 

Operating System Software and hybrid model- 

Assisted Software Raid 
 

2. Hardware RAID can be implemented in a variety 

of ways: 

1) as a discrete RAID Controller Card, or 

2) as integrated hardware based on RAID-on-Chip 

technology 

SCSI IDE 

1.Single Computer System Interface is more expensive 1.Integrated Drive Electronics is cheaper 

2. Integrated Drive Electronics is a standard interface for 

connecting  hard  drives  into  your  computer’s 

motherboard 
 

2.  was the most widely used interface until 

some of the devices it supported started to 

move into different standards like USB, 

Firewire 



PART-B 
4.B.1(a) (i) Analyze the performance of the I/O Systems. (8) (April/May 2005) 

-I/O System characteristics 
-Performance by comparision of I/O systems 

(ii) What is the need of Bus Standards?Explain SCSI bus standard characteristics (8) 

(April/May 2005) 
-Small Computer System Interface (SCSI,  is a set of standards for physically connecting and 

transferring data between computers    and peripheral devices. The SCSI standards 

define commands, protocols and electrical and optical interfaces. SCSI is most commonly used 
for hard disks and tape drives 
-Characteristics of SCSI 

-Advantages 

(Or) 

4.B.2(b) (i) Explain the organization and function of Stack Processor (6) (April/May 2005) 

-Stack Processor Architecture 

-Stack Pointer 

-Advantages 

(ii) Describe the function of RISC architecture and compare its performance with CISC 
architecture (10) (April/May 2005) 

-The primary goal of CISC architecture is to complete a task in as few lines of assembly as 

possible 
-RISC emphasis on software 

-LOAD and STORE are independent instruction 

4.B.3 .(a)  (i) What is a bus transaction,Ecplain the different types of buses (May/June 2007) 
Types of Buses: 

-Industry Standard Architecture 
-Extended Industry Standard Architecture 

-Micro Channel Architecture 

(ii) Explain the synchronous and asynchronous buses with example (8+8) (May/June 2007) 
Synchronous bus: 







Transmitter and receivers are synchronized of clock. 

Data bits are transmitted with synchronization of clock. 

Character is received at constant Rate. 

Asynchronous bus: 







Transmitters and receivers are not synchronized by clock. 

Bit’s of data are transmitted at constant rate. 

Character may arrive at any rate at receiver. 

(Or) 
4.B.4 (b) Write a note on the following (May/June 2007) 

(i)RISC processor (8) 

(ii) SCSI bus  (8) 

-The primary goal of CISC architecture is to complete a task in as few lines of assembly as possible 

-RISC emphasis on software 

-LOAD and STORE are independent instruction 



 
 

4.B.5 Explain in detail about various types of storage devices.(16) (Nov/Dec 2010) 

-PrimaryMagnetic Storage devices 
-Primary Optical Storage 
-Data Transfer Rate 

(Or) 

4.B .6 Discuss about various cache hit time reduction techniques for improving the cache 

performance.(16) (Nov/Dec 2010) 

     void address translation during indexing 
Virtual cache difficulties include: 

      Process switches require cache purging 

In virtual caches, different processes share the same virtual addresses even though they map to 

different physical addresses. 

-Using Page Offset 

4.B.7  (a)  What  is  meant  by  cache  coherence  problem?Describe  various  protocols  for  cache 
coherence.(16) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

-Cache Coherence Problem 
-Snooping Protocols 
-Directory Based Cache 

Or 
4.B.8 (b) Briefly explain various I/O performance measures .(16) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

-Clock rate 
-Cycle rate per instruction 
-Instruction executed per program 

-I/O performance can be measured by analyzing each instruction cycles 

4.B.9(a) (i) With suitable diagram,explain 
(April/May 2011) 

how virtual address is mapped toL2 cache address. (10) 

-Virtual Address is mapped to the physical address 



 
 

(ii) Discuss about the steps to be followed in designing I/O system (6) (April/May 2011) 

-In designing an I/O system, analyze performance, cost, capacity, and availability using varying I/O 
connection schemes and different numbers of I/O devices of each type 
-cost, performance, and availability goals. 

(Or) 

4.B.10 (b) Describe the optimizations technique used in compilers to reduce cache miss rate (16) 

(April/May 2011) 
-Reduce Misses via Larger Block Size 

-Reduce Misses via Higher Associativity 

-Compiler Based generation 
-Advantages 

Loop Interchanges 
– Effective Reuse of Data Cache 

– Loop Unrolling 

– Loop Fusion/Fission 
– Prefetching 

– Floating Point Division 

4.B.11 .(a) Describe various techniques for optimization of cache in detail.(16) (Nov/Dec 2012) 
-Optimization techniques 
-To minimize cache miss rate 

-One Level and Two Level Cache 
-Prefetching 

(Or) 
4.B.12 (b) (i) Briefly describe standard RAID levels in detail.(10) (Nov/Dec 2012) 

RAID is a storage technology that combines multiple disk drive components into a logical unit for the 

purposes of data redundancy and performance improvement. Data is distributed across the drives in one 

of  several  ways,  referred  to  as RAID  levels,  depending  on  the  specific  level  of redundancy and 

performance required 

-RAID Level 0 

- RAID Level 1,2,34 are the various RAID Levels 
-Explain Briefly with examples 



(ii) Discuss about the issues in designing I/O systems.(6) (Nov/Dec 2012) 
-Clock rate 

-Cycle rate per instruction 

-Instruction executed per program 
-I/O performance can be measured by analyzing each instruction cycles 

-Design Methods 

4.B.12  (a)  (i)  Discuss  the  various  techniques  available  for  reducing  the  cache  miss  rate.(8) 
(May/June 2012) 

-Compiler Controlled Prefetch 
-Compiler Optimizations 
-Design of L1 and L2 Cache 

(ii) Briefly discuss the various levels of RAID.(8) (May/June 2012) 

-RAID is a storage technology that combines multiple disk drive components into a logical unit for the 

purposes of data redundancy and performance improvement. Data is distributed across the drives in one 

of  several  ways,  referred  to  as RAID  levels,  depending  on  the  specific  level  of redundancy and 

performance required 
--RAID Level 0 
- RAID Level 1,2,34 are the various RAID Levels 

-Explain Briefly with examples 

(Or) 
4.B.13 (b) (i) Write short notes on Compiler Optimizations to reduce the miss rate.(8) 
2012) 

-Compiler Controlled Prefetch 
-Compiler Optimizations 

-Design of L1 and L2 Cache 

(May/June 

(ii) Explain the steps involved in the designing of an I/O system.(8) (May/June 2012) 
-Clock rate 

-Cycle rate per instruction 
-Instruction executed per program 

-I/O performance can be measured by analyzing each instruction cycles 

-Design Methods 

4.B.14 (a) Explain the various levels of RAID.(16) (May/June 2013) 
-RAID Level 0 
- RAID Level 1,2,34 are the various RAID Levels 

-Explain Briefly with examples 

(Or) 

4.B.15 (b) Explain the various ways to measure I/O performance (16) (May/June 2013) 
-Clock rate 
-Cycle rate per instruction 

-Instruction executed per program 
-I/O performance can be measured by analyzing each instruction cycles 



UNIT V - MULTI-CORE ARCHITECTURES 

PART-A 

5.A.1 Define multithreading. (Nov/Dec 2010) 
Multithreading is the ability of a program or an operating system process to manage its use by 

more than one user at a time and to even manage multiple requests by the same user without having to 

have multiple copies of the programming running in the computer. Each user request for a program or 

system service 

5.A.2  What is a multicore processor? (Nov/Dec 2011) 
A multi-core   processor is   a   single computing component   with   two   or   more   independent 

actual central  processing  units (called  "cores"),  which  are  the  units  that  read  and  execute program 

instructions The instructions are ordinary CPU instructions such as add, move data, and branch, but the 

multiple cores can run multiple instructions at the same time, increasing overall speed for programs 

amenable  to parallel  computing. Manufacturers  typically  integrate  the  cores  onto  a  single integrated 

circuit die (known as a chip multiprocessor or CMP), or onto multiple dies in a single chip package. 

5.A.3 What is a cell processor? (Nov/Dec 2011) (April/May 2011) 
Cell is  a multi-core microprocessor microarchitecture  that  combines  a  general-purpose Power 

Architecture core of   modest   performance   with   streamlined coprocessing elements[1] which   greatly 

accelerate multimedia and vector  processing applications,  as  well  as  many  other  forms  of  dedicated 

computation. 

5.A.4 What is multi-core processor and what are the application areas of multicore processors? 
(April/May 2011) 

A multi-core   processor is   a   single computing component   with   two   or   more   independent 
actual central  processing  units (called  "cores"),  which  are  the  units  that  read  and  execute program 
instructions. The wide potential of multi-core processors (MCPs) stems from their ability to perform 
multiple tasks in parallel. Industrial applications of MCPs have included: 

Machine vision 
CAD systems 

CNC machines 

Automated test systems, and 

Motion control. 











5.A.5 What is meant by simultaneous multithreading? (Nov/Dec 2012) 
Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) is one of the two main implementations of multithreading, 

the other form being temporal multithreading. In temporal multithreading, only one thread of instructions 

can execute in any given pipeline stage at a time. In simultaneous multithreading, instructions from more 

than one thread can be executing in any given pipeline stage at a time. This is done without great changes 

to the basic processor architecture: the main additions needed are the ability to fetch instructions from 

multiple threads in a cycle, and a larger register file to hold data from multiple threads 

5.A.6 What are the advantages of CMP architecture? (Nov/Dec 2012) (May/June 2012) 












CMPs have several advantages over single processor solutions 
Energy and silUnbicon area efficiency 

By Incorporating smaller less complex cores onto a single chip 
Dynamically switching between cores and powering down unused cores 

Increased throughput performance by exploiting parallelism 

Multiple computing resources can take better advantage of instruction, thread, and process level 

parallelism 



5.A.7 What is Multi-Core Architectures? (May/June 2012) 
   When a processor has more than one core toexecute all the necessary functions of a computer,it’s 

processor is known to be a multi core architecture. 

   In other words, a chip with more than one CPU’s(Central Processing Unit). 

5.A.8  What are the categories of multiprocessors? (May/June 2013) 
Types of Multiprocessor: 
1.Uniform Memory Access Multiprocessor 

2. Non-Uniform Memory Access Multiprocessor 

PART-B 
5.B.1(a) (i) Describe the architecture of typical CMT processor (8) (Nov/Dec 2011) 

-It’s possible to find something to execute every cycle 
-Significant throughput speedups are possible 
– Processor utilization is much higher 

-Commercial Server Applications 

(ii) Discuss the design issues for simultaneous multithreading .(8) (Nov/Dec 2011) 
Simultaneous  multithreading (SMT)  is  a  technique  for  improving  the  overall  efficiency 

of superscalar CPUs with hardware   multithreading.   SMT   permits   multiple   independen   threads of 

execution to better utilize the resources provided by modern processor architectures. 

Design Issues: 
-Instruction Level 

-Thread Level Parallelism 

(Or) 

5.B.2(b) (i) Explain the architectural features of IBM cell processor in detail.(10) (Nov/Dec 2011) 
- The Cell processor is vastly different from conventional processors inside. This tiny chip contains a 
powerful 64-bit 

- Individual SPEs should be able to pass data to each other by storing it in specific areas of the system 

memory, forming a chain of processing units each performing a different operation on the data 
-Basic Architecture diagram 

(ii) Briefly compare SMT and CMP architectures (6) (Nov/Dec 2011) 
-Both SMT and CMT Architecture have several difference 

-SMT implies with hardware 
-CMT implies with Software 

-Reliablilty characteristics 

-Advantages 

5.B.3 (a) (i) Describe the features of SUN CMP architecture in detail (6) (April/May 2011) 

-Form of a MultiCore Processor 
-Types of CMP: 

1.Homogeneous CMP 

2.Heterogeneous CMP 

(ii) What are Multi Core processors?Explain how a multicore processor works.(10) (April/May 
2011) 
-A multi-core processor is a single computing component with two or more independent actual central 
processing units (called "cores"), which are the units that read and execute program instructions 

-It depends on the application being threaded 
-Working Principle and Diagram 

(Or) 



5.B.4 (b) (i) Discuss about the SMT kernel structure in detail.(8) (April/May 2011) 
-It has one or more agents 
-Connected to SMT Kernel Agents 

-Kernel Structure 

(ii) Describe the architecture of the IBM Cell Processor in detail (8) (April/May 2011) 
-The Cell processor is vastly different from conventional processors inside. This tiny chip contains a 

powerful 64-bit 

- Individual SPEs should be able to pass data to each other by storing it in specific areas of the system 

memory, forming a chain of processing units each performing a different operation on the data 
-Basic Architecture diagram 

5.B.5(a) (i) Describe various techniques for hardware multithreading in detail.(8) (Nov/Dec 2012) 
-Interference of multithreading 
-Multithreaded Models 
-Advantages 

(ii) Explain single chip multiprocessor architecture with the help of diagram.(8) (Nov/Dec 2012) 
-Integrated DRAM being developed 
-Block Diagram 

-Applications 

(Or) 

5.B.6   (b)   Discuss   about   the   major   challenges   and   issues   in   the   design   of   multi-core 

architectures.(16) (Nov/Dec 2012) 
- Replicate multicore processors on a single chip 

-Fit on a single processor socket 
-Design issues 

-Types: 
Shared Memory and Distributed Memory 

5.B.7(a) (i) Explain in detail about SMT architecture and its challenges (8)  (May/June 2012) 
-It Combines the hardware features of wide issues superscalars and multithreaded processors 
-SMT Model 

-Working Principle 

(ii) Discuss in detail about heterogeneous multi-core processors (8)   (May/June 2012) 
-It refers to theintegration of different types of processors share the same main memory 

-Features 
-Advantages 

(Or) 

5.B.8(b) (i) Explain the CMT architecture in detail. (8) )  (May/June 2012) 
-It’s possible to find something to execute every cycle 

-CMT Architecture Diagram 
-Significant throughput speedups are possible 

– Processor utilization is much higher 
-Commercial Server Applications 

(ii) Explain the IBM cell processor concept in detail. (8) )  (May/June 2012) 
-The Cell processor is vastly different from conventional processors inside. This tiny chip contains a 

powerful 64-bit 
- Individual SPEs should be able to pass data to each other by storing it in specific areas of the system 
memory, forming a chain of processing units each performing a different operation on the data 

-Basic Architecture diagram 



5.B.9.(a) How   is   multithreading   used   to   exploit   thread   level   parallelism   with   in   a 
processor?Explain with example.(16) (May/June 2013) 

-thread-level parallelism can placed greater stress on sharedresources, we have found that inter- 

thread interference frequently results from software that is unaware of 
architecture 

-Simultaneous multithreading instruction issues 

-Register File and Renaming 

(Or) 
5.B.10 (b) Discuss SMT and CMP architecture in detail.(16) (May/June 2013) 

-SMT implies with hardware 

-CMT implies with Software 

-Reliablilty characteristics 
-Various Techniques 

-Diagram 

-Advantages 

the underlying SMT 

 


